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MEETING OR CONTACT REPORT 

Organization & Location: 
-I_-L o e  Alamos Scientific Laboratory Date: April 27-28, 1959 

Poughkeepsie New York R, S ,  Ballance- Reported By: K, G- wv 
Pro1ect: 

Stretch Mathematical Planning Department: 749
Group Meeting #I5 

-- I Follow-up Dote: 

PERSONNEL PARTICIPATING: 

(Pluce asterisk next to those on 

dirtributfon 1 irt . Other distrtbu-

tion h o w  at end of report) 


ZASL 


B. Carlson H. G. Koleky*- E. Bloch* 
E,A, Yaorhees E. W .  Coffin* E. 3. Jordan* 
D. Fe Woad8 R. S. BaUance* Re To Blosk* 
J . W orlton G. Am Bliaauw* G ,  T, Paul* 
R. B, LeLzarus W. Buchhols* J. F,Dirac* 

“cr s. w,Dunwell* F. Em J O h e t O n *  
W. Ye Stevens* G e  A. Grover* 

A. Progfeaa Report and Present SbOe of SIGMA 

I. Concerning HardwareL 

Mr. Dunwell opened the meeting with m brief report on the 
s ta tue  of the SIGMA machine. The project hare been lacking memories, 
but the 2.0 microsecond memory is now working with more than 32 
planes at a 2 .0  microsecond total cycle time. Two more frames are 
being, built under laboratory supervision. Crose talk in the planes was 
the hold-up and was caused by not enough care in oesembly. The trouble 
can now be identified in inspection and more care can be taken in rnanu-
facturhg. IBM will produce at least 20 rnemoriee this year. Power 
driver transistors still present a little problem in getting the yield we 
ne!ed, but we can always add more people. The Exchange is now very 
effective. We can write 256,000 words of a repetitive pattern on tape 
and then read it back, In a recent t e e t  the Exchange ran for 65 hours 
with 5 errors. Four nut of five of these were due to voltag0 $urges 
caused by other equipment overloading the! generator. The equipment 
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to be delivered will have crank-up and crajxk-dlown controlswhich will 
avoid tMs difficulty. The other error was due to a timing problem which 
has now been corrected. W e  expect it to run for a weak without errore 
man. Itn the present modal of the Exchange there are still transistor 
treublee,due to poor lead connections. This will be corrected when the 
Exchange i s  rebuilt. Two frames have been started in the plant: a 
memory bu8 and an E ~ c b l g e .W e  use  704 and 705 programs to draw 
diagrams and maintain records. This reduces the lag between labora-
tory and plant to a matter of weeks. Almost every frame of the labor-
atory model is under construction. Since maat of the components arid 
parts cornea from the plant or outside, aslaembly can be very rapid. 
W e  have found that the double slide is too crowded and acre substituting 
single slide frames. In each caae the slide can be transferred and doee 
not need to be rewired. The machine €8  at present over 50% built. 

W e  now have a model Qn rack fsrm of the index core memory. 
The madel j u s t  checks the feasibility. The principal problems are 
related to noiae. Xf this model does not work at speed (0.4 rnicroeeconds 
read, 0.8 microseconds write) we will build something else. W e  will 
not slow down the memory. 

If. Concerning Plans 

Westinghouse and CE have been quoted saclea prices, although there 
le no&ctualrsde-eprogram at present. Cantact renogotiations will  start 
80021, Since the machine does not precisely fit the orighd contract we 
expect UBM to approach the Atomic Energy Cornmimion within 30 days. 
We originally planned to build two netchines in the laboratory. We now 
plan to have the Los Alarnos machine built in the plant-

There Irs no chance of getting an earlier de-
Wary by taking the laboratory model. T'he date of delivery is still as 
stated in the orighal contract. W e  are firm that LOSAhma8 will do 
i t s  acceptance! taeting in Poughkeepaie anld that we wi l l  not ship the machine 
unless that tasting fs ~uccssefullycompleted. 

I. Schedule of Computer Availability 

Dr. Koleky presented the ~lchaduleby which the various components 
of the STRETCH central prseeeaing unit #wil lbxmme aOa'3xabb. The Pichedule 
it3 repreducsd in Appendix 1. 
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The present best eetimatea for the dates are: 

Phase I October 1959 

Phase I1 December 1959 

Phase 111 March 1960 


LASL was asked if they would consider allowing IBM Applied 
Pragrammhg to u8e their STRETCH after it is delivered to Loa Alamos 
80 that Applied Programming can complete the development of their 
pragramming syateme. 

M y .  Carl8031 replied that U S L  would be:happy to canaider auch 
an agreement. It should be dona a8 an agreement separate from the AEC 
contract, 

Mr.Voorhees asked Qf SE3M would ,make 704 time available to LASL 
during their problem checkout t h e  here. The answer wa8 yes a reason-
able amount of 704 time will  be made available on m e  of the machines in 
Poughkeepsfe. 

SI.  Patent Restrictions Concerning STRETCH 

Dr. Lzszlarus is 8chadule~dto participate in a sympoeium at the 
International Computer Conference in Paria inJune 1959. A separate 
meeting wae held with Mr. Leslter, an UBM patent attorney, to discuss 
the patent-sensitivearea8 of STRETCH with Dr. Laearus. The con-
clusion ww3 that i t  is imposoible to give a blanket approval of any topics 
which. might rtrirse during the aympoaium, but that w0 would have to rely 
a Dr. Laaarua' discretion to avoid revealing any idormation which 
might prejudice m M  ' 8  foreign patent position. 

In. E x p d e d  Character Sat I/O Devices-
Dg. Buehholz described a poaeible: set of codes for um with 

input-output devices using more than 48 charactere. 

MT.Voorhees described the LASL 3-case typewriter with half 
spacing up and down to a smaller $:roup. 'This is the device which i8 
presently being built by SEPD. 
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Tv, STRAP Mnemonic8 

Mr. Gover discusmd the recent changes in STRAP Mnemonics 
and gave the reasone behind them. The miaazual i s  being rewritten using 
them, 

V. Manuals, Sckoolcji , e t c  

Xn the AEC contract the fdbwllng manuala are specified: 

1 hetallation Manuala 5 copies July 20,  1959 
2. Operation Manual0 50 copies M a y 2 0 ,  1959 
3. Programming ManuaLa 50  copies May20 ,  1959 
4. Maintenance Manuals 10 copies Nov. 20, 2960 

At present U S L  has 26 copies of the Operatian Manual and appra-
imately the same number of programming (STRAP) Manuale. The install-
ation Manuals will be furniahed by July 20,--pralfmhary instilllation 
idwrnatfon has already been given. 

e, The question was alaked if LASL wished I 3 M  to issue the additional 
operating and programming mmuala now. 

The answer was IJSM rshould wait until the planned revisionrs are 
completed, and until U S L  request8 more copies, 

The cantract also c a U  for lI3M to bold STaETCW classes in 
Poughkeepefe for 20 LASL personnel for 3 weske. The classes are to 
atart befwe M a y  20, 1959. 

h the digicussionlg which f d o w e d  LASL indicated that they did not 
intend to send SQ large a group to Poughkeepaie. Instead they plan to 
teach clasmss in STRETGH programming at LOBAbmoe.  They will ask 

tc, send instructose to LOSA l ~ o sfor thhs purpose later this summer. 
date will be selected within a math .  

Df69eu8610n of Questima in Dr. Lazarus' Letter 
I -c 

Questions Concerning Operation 

On Mor& 27, 1959, Dr. Lazarus wrote IBM a letter raieing ra 
number of queertions concerning the operation of STRETCH in certain 
speck1 ca(388and making a number of suggestions for new brptructions 
to be included in the machine. Ons cxf the rriain items of busheas of the 
maatbig was the discuecsion d these questions and auggeh3tiOns. Most  of 
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them were sanewered from a Project 7000 File Memo dated AprU 9 #  
1955). A COPY of this m e m o  i a  attached to this report as Appendix II. 

During the diracuaeionsir, ofhex queetiana of a similar type were 
raipled, they have been compiled in Appendix III. 

During the detailled dirscussiona the following point@were singled 
out for t3esioue study and 331cluaien in the STRETCH design if p~msible. 

1. 	 Bits 60-63hi shgle  precisionfloating point should be left relone 
instead of set to z0ro a a  presently Ispecified. 

2. 	 SWAP and TRANSMIT instructions which step their addresses 
by -1 as well as +I. (The half word tranemit order can be 
sacrificed if neceaaary. ) 

3.  	 The Harvest indicators ehau1.dbe wired in for programmers' use. 

4. 	 The Floating Point SWAP order. 

5 .  	 Some method of handling floating point zeros and exponent under-
flows without interrupt. 

6.  	 Load Exponent and Load Exponent ]Immediate. 

Of the abave, LASL feels most strsngly about # S a  exponent underflow. 

Attachxnent 31 
Brownline to; €3. Carlson 

P.Wilson 

R. S. Ballancces H. G. Kolsky 
Representative Coordinator 
Project 7000 Project 7000 
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SIGMA COMPUTER AVAILABILITY 


Computer Functions 

‘ 1. 

2 use^ Memory Addreseizlg 
112 ueec Memory Addressing 
Barric Exchange tie-in 
High Speed Exchange tie -in 
Computer t ie  -in 

2. Instruction $r Indexk-rg Unit 

a. lnetructian Execution 
Direct and Immediate Index Arithmetic 
Etsfllf Operationa 
Gaunt and Branch Operaticans 
Laad Indirect 
Ekecute and R a n m e  Operations 
Geometric Indexing 
Store Address & Instructisn Counter 
Transmission Inatructions 
Unconditional Branching 
hdicabr  Branching 
h d e x  Branching 
Bit Branching 
b, b etruction Preparation 
Erlsrathg Point brstmction 
VFL hstructiorrlin 
I/O f n B t r U C t i Q n  Preparation 
C.  Miseauanraaus 

AUtGiZZ?ht@rrV,t 

EXap~asdT h e  Clock 


3. Lookahead 

4. Arithmetic Unit 

a. VFL 
Binary Load/Add Compare 

Binary M P Y ~ D N  

Decimal Arithe$ic  

Canvart 

Connects 

Phase 1 Phase XI PhaL8e II.I 
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1 Computer Functions Phase I Phase U Phase In 
b. Floating Point 
Load/Add/ Compare 
Divide Type Operations 
MPY Type Operations 
Square Root 
Noisy Mode (All. Op's. ) 
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PROJECT 7000 

FILE MEMO 

SUBJECT: 	 Letter from DP.R. BeLazaxus of LASL 

Dated March 27, 1959 


D r .  Lazarus' letter lists a number of questions, remarks and 

requests concerning STRETCH. They may be classified into two cat-

agories: (1) euggeetione far hardware changes and new instructions, 

and (2) requests for information as to how the computer operatea in 

certain special cases. 


Some of the questions have been anelwered in telephone conver-
s a t b ~ ~with Dr. LazaruB, but the complete list is given here for the 

record. 


A *  	Concerning Equipment: 

I. 	 Space Available 
The number of operation codee not being used are, according 
to class: 

-$&# #i?.i 

1. Floatkg Point 3 
2, Miercallaneoua 3 
3. Direct and 	Immediate Index 0 
4. Count &t Br, and Indicator Br. 0 $B combination) 

4 d J 8 6 5  Unconditional Branch 2 ;;k" nter stream)
4. VFL Connect 	 2 
7. Input/Output 6 
8, Transmit (r -e!$)-
9.  Branch 	 1 (enter stream) 

10. 	 Mfecellaneoue a 
11. 	 32 

M a y  of the above have modifier bits belonging It0 the particular 
class of instruction 8 0  they actually reprermnt many more cases. Care 
must be taken in haw the above op-codes are considered "free"however, 
because the fnetruction decoding is done In. several partial stepa. 

-.a..-w-..*..~?--~--. 	 " * n . * * P  c. _I I - - m Z I ' * I P U I - P  

*Although reviaed after the April 27-29 LASL-IBM Mathematical Planning 
group meetbg,thfe memo does not contain any of the decisions or changee 
made at the meeting. 
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Concerning the CONVERT Lnetructiona and Decimal arith-
metic, &a CONVERTS were added because they reaultlard in an appre-
ciable simplification in hardware and made a powerful tool available to 
the programmer. Having only one CONVERT instructiun which 
operated on the accumulator would require: the programmer ta write 
a number of extra load and store instructions to preserve the accumu-
lator contents, etc. 

Decimal V F L  arithmetic enables the system ta handle a whale 
clasa ef problems directly without subroutknee and is considered to be 
an important advantage PPZ the STRETCH eyetem, particularly in the 
cemmarrcial area. 

LT. New Ordeicsl Dedred 
In general, the STRETCH design effort must be considered well 

beyond the stager where new inetruction sequences can be added. The 
truth fables of these items are complete and the logical design i a  almost 
fhi .ahed. 

Nevertheless the suggested otdere have been examined care-
fully by all &a engineers involved and appraised for the hardware changes 
which wcatn2d be required. The following anewere are for the most part 
direct quotations from thdr commlntslt 

1. Swan with Accumulator 

Q: Floating Paint order, half-word, with any interpretation of 
sign and normahation snodibiers convenient to you. The 
equivalent program takeas three half-word orders and an index 
word, or two half-ward orders,,a Transmit, and a memory 
word. (If the present SWAP addreraakng the?accumulator takes 
the old 83x1 from, and put8 the new dgn in, the Sign Register, 
then that l e  satisfactory. ) 

A: The present SWAP doee net take the sign from the sign register 
ateats the accurnulaf~~ memory location in the VFLa6 a 

sense. Ii can be program-meaIln three half-ward orders with-
Qat ueing an index: Lead D froirn M, Stere acc. to M aLoad acc. 
frem D. Althsugh the bsrder bears wme relation to Flaating Add 
to Memory or VFL Connect to :memory, the eequences are quite 
different. It w a d d  be awkward,to incorporate ink hardware and 
probably slsrwer than the above 3 half-werd ope. 
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2. Stare Floating Point Zero 

Q: See d~ecuse~onbelow of Negative Expment Spill and Floating 
Pdnt Zero. Asswnlng this problem is g o h g  to be solved 
somehow, it wsu ldbhse fu l  t0 have a half-word order for 
atorfng a floating poht  word with. a Large negative exponent 
and a mro mantisma. 

A: &ore Floating Paint Zero appears to be similar tu the M i s c e l -
laneous Store Zero instruction but would require ncm-trivial 
modtfieation of exitsting data paths A transmit fxliPtruction 
does it In a full word. 

3. Sat Exponent: Set Expanent Immediate-
Q: These could be Floating Point or Miscellaneoue, They would 

first set the accumulator expuneiit to ecro and then Add Exponent. 
Th8 equivalent program IpJ Connect 0000 followed by Add Exponent, 
or, if it worke, Add Expancnt Negative, Address 8 followed by 
Add Exponent. This has fairly low priority but is preeumably 
very aaoy far your engineers. 

A: Add Exponent Neggtive address 8, followed by add exponent 
does do thie job rapidly. These order@would have been easy 
at one t h e  but the accumulator :Ls built. The Espare Floating 
Point @paodesarenot ae sadly da(cod0das 'kdd to exponent'kypes. 

4. Reflect Accunndator 

a: In its simplest form this changes accumulator bits according to 
the recipe bit n to positkm 127-n., for n = 0,1,  . . . 6 3 .  In i t s  best 
form it doe6 &s job far a specufed field in the accumulator, 
leaving the rest of the accumdatar unchanged. Net8 that the 
primary reason far wanting this order fa  to develop a right zero8 - Perhaps you can solve that problem ha direct way, auch 
aa  developing a sight &erascount on connect orders. Incidentally, 
this Inver~imc m  be performed on Maniac type machhee by con-
necting the low order endB of two registers and shWing one register 
right while the other ~s'bifteleft. 

cgunt 

A: The latter solution is not paseib3le in STRETCH since we da not 
have shifting registers af War type. The rotating of the accumu-
la-r can be done one bit at a t h e  ushg a few VFL ccmmands 
but is not faet. The Right zeros count can be found simply by 
connecting to get all-ones -count, subtracting one, then comparing 
new all-ones-countwith the pravioue one. 
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Q: There seem ta be a number of jotis difficult to do with the 
ccm~ectaalone. For simple displacements of fielde shorter 
than 65 bita but much laager than 8 bits, connects wil l  wmk 
but we arc afraid they ares too slcbw. Shifte of fields bigger 
than 64 bits are psrhape not too important. Circular -shifts, 
srrpecislly of one field in the accupnd.atsr without distfrbing 
the rest  o€ the accuMufatw, are particularly difficult and 
may be rather useful. Note: by ''shiftfrwe snly mean samething 
given the a m e  reeult as an old ftashtoncdshift, and with reason-
able speed. 

A: 	There is a difference of philoaop'hy apparent in them questions. 
(see remarks under 7 below). Recall that "old fashioned" shiftgs 
are not fast instructions on machines which uee them. Also 
Circular shifts on existifig machines are quite restricted in 
operation allswing ne field length variations. STRETCH'S 
connects are not slaw in the light of what they do, the effect 
of a circular shift of any field in the accurnulawr without dis-
turbing the re& of the accumulator can be programmed by 
staring the field twice in memory Inadjacent lacations then 
loading fram the pair with the appropriate bit addrees. 

8 

6 .  	Sat Indicabr ta one 

9: zb, a a  we are requesting below, 'weget mme Programmer% 
Indicators (the Warvast indicators and/or the Transit register), 
then a fast half-word ardcr to turn them on would be nice. 

A: Since the VFL unit muet always be used for this branch on bit 
or indicator branch is equivalent in result and speed. There are 
no op codes available. There are also complications canctrnltng 
prratectim of the indicatars since they are of a read-only type. 
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7. 	 Extract 

Q: 	Thee has been brought up befare and seemed too difficult. It 
s h d d  be looked at again, now that YOU know p a r  circuits. 
The order is defined a s  fallows: where a mask word, C ,  has 
SBTOS, leave A alone;wh0re the mask word has ones, take far 
€ha result the conrrscticm of A and M. This could be reetrictad 
to the cennsctfon 0011: Leave A where C is zero; use M where 
C 3s -e. f believe b t  the logical statement ef the general 

l a  A. E v (AeM). C .  The ch,ief use d extraction is to insert 
into A aersarted, d b j o b t  fields from M. 

A: E%tsaCt0h p l y  the e X h t a n C a  of i i~third register other than the 
accumulator and memory which ,feeds into the execution unit 
simultaneously. A31 the effecte of extracting can be obtained 
with two OT three VFL orders. 

Moses fundamentally, extracting maeking and shifting are 
merely mother, older technique of handling partial fields 
withSn a computer. The VFL philosophy was chasm for  
STRETCH aver two years ago ai3 being a more generd and 
efficientmethod. Suggestions that we abandon WFL in favar 
of 	extracts or put in both systems at thin late date are .pub+ 
dent to saying we a b d d  start dl over again 0x1Ule logical 
deeign. 

8. 	 Generalized Swaps and Trimemita 

Q: There are trwo SOUPC~Sd slack in the Traslamit order: bit 55 
is not used much, and for Direct mode the value and refill fields 
of the index word are not wed.  

(1) 	 The first generalization which comes to mind it3 to 1.188the 
vdue field of the index word to step the addresses, instead 
of uahg an implied 4-1. Example: If we now Swap n-1 worde 
between a a d  a+X, the l i a t  4,x2 ,  . a n becomes x2,  x3, 

* * x ( n - l ) ,Le., a cyclic permutatian fn the other direction. 
There are aleo ~ ~ r n m ~ ncaBes, for cartah approlachss to 
atorkg arrays, for transmitting every kth word in one block 
to the corresponding positirons in anoaer block. 
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(2) 	 The second generalization wle have le to use bit 55 an 
Transmit direct to frereze the eource addreBs; the order 
then fills a block of memory with a conetant value. This 
can be done by transmitting the the conratant to a and then 
transmitting n-L words from a to a+l , but we don't know 
whether or not this i B  excessively slaw. 

(3) 	 The third idea is to U E B ~the :Index Flag and Ref111 Field to 
do 	chaining; this makes tmnse only if combined with the use 
of the value field mentioned above. 

A: 	The Transmit and Swap Immediate! orders have been modified 
ts handle full worda instead of half worde. A single half-word 
Transmit haa been specified. Clouting by -1 as  well a~ +1 
would have been easy ta include (at m e t i m e  but require changes 
fn circuitry and ap codes now. The same appliee to freezing the 
fgourceaddress, The blf-word transmit order w d d  be in the 
way of using the op code bit needled. Using other than a count 
w d d  get extremely awkward where the transmtseicm involved 
the memory addresses of the index ieterage since the X register 
is used far all index words. Proper design a€the transmit in-
8tr?;~ctOonwould call far a alow d m  on a W  transmits due to the 
special actions that need be taken undeg-&?ss! special conditions. 

9. 	 Connect to Sign Register 

Q: The ability tc;, move bits from mlemory to the flag and zone posi-
tfcms might be u8sfd .  

A: This instruction was in the design at an earlier date but wae 
removed because a€ .the. hardware complexity. It can be done 
nuw in two trstructions using t h c s  accumulator. 

10. 	 Locate List Element 

Q: 	This auggeetim is a rather late response to the determination 
made in the early days that Stretch should incorpsate instruc-
tione ueeful for auterxaatfc coding. The dedre fs trs generalize the 
Laad Indirect order, which now terminates due to the flag or 
mark in the Ifst element etaelf (i.  e .  op-code -not that of Load 
Indirect). It now seem8 that this i s  lesia useful than an order 
which say8 Load ]Indire& to the nth Level. This,  in turn, is 
less useful than an order which says Load Indirect untfi you 
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find element E. For th is  last, think La t e r m e  of a Bet of n 
f d l  worde arrGged hmemory in an disordered way( as m5et 
happen if an original. ordered lieit is ccmatasltly baing added to 
and subtracted from). Each such ward w w l d  ccanbin the add-
r e m  	of the next word (asin Loail Indirect). The last word 
might be marked, say, with an index flag bit. But each word 
would a % m  have a field containing its name, and the order would 
slpecify a name a d  cmthue loading w m  gat an equality be-
tween the l i s t  element name and the tvpewified name (orgot to 
the end of the list). I% such a Load Indirect, guided by a com-
parism or a count, Eilesrnb feadhle, then we have some thoughts 
on field aesignmttnt which I am not including here. If Ohia doera 
not seam feasible, hcrw about reccbrding aornewhere the number 
of lavela ursred by the L a d  Indirect, m that a by-product reault 
would be fie ordinal number in the l i e t  of the elemant loaded? 

A: The fmcti@nsdesired here erreWarvestfftype functions, They 
w d d  require addftimal data paths not present la the machine. 
The idea of counting f0r each laad indirect would require a re-
vieaton of the inetruction sequences for Load hdirect. The effect 
of "Load Indirect" ta the nth levelttand I'Laiad Indirect until you 
find element Et !can be dene with relatively simple: programs. 

S Q: Doe8 iz VFL Store or Cornact to Memory regufrs 8 complete 

fetch a€ the old data ward, or Is the fnformatian merged at 

the memory unit? Does a Wa bit stare! 00 an address with 

Isit addraw 63 require two full fetch bus times a d  tyvo full 

@tars&us times'? 


A: 	 No merging a€ M0rmation at the memory unit take8 place. 

The example given reqdres two fetches and two stores. The 

main effect of this 9e on bus tr&ffice The machine normally 

~ c r l a p efetchea and sbrae with other operatlane, 
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2. Q: What  is the timing far a Swap of n words betweexi OL. and a + l ?  
fir particular, when step two is r&hed, doe8 Stretch have ta 
re-fetch from a + I the word it j u s t  stored there? W e  would 
like this to be made reaeonably bast, i f  posaible. 

A: 	 Tirnfng is 4.8 n microseccznd. 'Yes, the word is refetched. 
Pwgresa of Swap i s  as fd laws:  ZL + 1 = %R* 

Addrem Et a + : t  a + 2  a3.3 

C 

b 
d 

d 
d 
b 

e: 
e 
e etc. 

3. Q: If an ordinary fleating point number i r s i  added to a nero with 
large negative exponent i ~ ?the PrepitratmyShiftGresjtterr than 
48 indicator turned on? 

A: 	 Yes. The preparatory ehidt 7 4 8  indicator is baaed on a 
difference! i s  expanenits with no exceptions . 

4. a: IE3M has still never replied to our request to give ue ehzp 

example juartifyhg the existence of the Set and W a i t  Sn-
struction, 

A: 	 In practice Set and W a l t  i s  uaed with its Q W ~location kt the 
addrassr positIan in order to be sure the wrong interrupt 
doesn't sendthe computer a€f, Branch enable to i t s e l f  gives 
the ~ a m eraeult but the $TOP lite is not turned m. 

5 .  Q: W h a t  f~3the present indicator s e t ?  Is there a Nr~isyMode 
fmdicatarwhich canbemasked Qn and off 3 W e feel that the+@ 
must be, for s d e t y .  W e  requitltstvery strongly that all wrz-
used indicators (inparticular, the "HarvestiJindicatar) be 
wired up a63 programmers' indfcatore. 

A: 	 The noisy mode indicator (#63)4s masked off. The Warveet 
Indicatore simply la& Harvelst inputs. The new Chapter 3 
gives the preaent indicator set. 
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6. Q: When a memory operand is at an address less than 16, is 

there a gain in speed? W e  would like things to be arranged 

so that one can use the mieceUanerru;e registers for data and 

get fast access. 


A: 	 No. The concept that transistorized registers will yield Past 
access ta data in a randam farrhion was a strong fallacy in 
the earlyplanning of the STRETC3M computer. More advanced 
planning has revealed that the orientation of the machine to 
receive data from core memory and fundamental logical can-
tradictions make accesa from transistorized storage even 
slower than 2.0 usec. cqre stonage in many cases. 

7. Q: W h a t  happens if there are two op-code 8% in succession? If 

this gives Invalid Operation, then we are wasting full word 

op-code s 


A: 	 Doee give h v d i d  operation. Necessary to avoid ambiguous 
caaea. 

8.Q: How much time is spent for the two boundary register tests? 

Isthisslowing down the machine during otherwise fast Imps? 

Where ie  thia cornpariaonmade? 


A: 	 Ba~andaryregister t e s t s  do not cause a slow down due to some 
extra equipment in the laok-aheadunit which stares the result 
of the test and takes appropriate action. The camparison is 
actuallymade inthe memory bus unit. This time ia  overlapped 
with Memory box selection, etc. 

9-Q: 	 W h a t  i e  the present atatus of the flbathg point Add to Magnitude 
and Augment orders? Have p u t  made the changes analagous to 
those made the integer set? W e  feel that ai8 should be done. 

$" 
A; 	 ~ e wC&pter;q"describes present atatus. 

10.a: 	 W h a t  are the reasons far not 'having fast une-word flxups? Can 
w0 have them if we prohibit the programmer from chaaging data 
that is used in the next few succeeding instructions? 

A: 	 Fast me-word fixups implies the exiata.nce of a special look-
aheadregister tohold them. This would make multiple interrupts 
logically impossible. Programming restrictions such a a  that 
suggested are contrary Its fundarment;alSTRETCH philcrsophy. 
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11.a: 	 W h a t  happens f f  i% Rename instruction has an effdctive add-
xe88 	identical to the addrsee in the current XO Refill. field? 
i@esaentid that the saxe effectively psceda  the fetch, 

as it roays in the manual, 

A: 	 The store due8 grecekd the fetch. 

f 2.5): 	 What happieaa if a VFL Zrrunsdiate fnetructian, euch 80 Load, 
@p@~ifle!s8 	Field Length greater than 24 bits? 

A: 	 Fills in sera8 in law order. 

13.8: 	 What are the properties o€Flwtiaxg Point Zerae in comec-
tian with Exponent Underflow? E these is a mode of machine 
operation inwhich any result having negative exponent spill 
58 replaced quickly and automatically by is number with ex-
pcznent all onel and rnantiersa aero, then we have no further 
worries. xf there is not such a made, then the f h p  muet 
be via interrupt. h the deys af the fast ma-ward fixup, it 
was checked that everything was dl right. If fix-ups alwaye 
'FTLXI the look-ahead dry, then thing8 would still bs all right 
if, and only if, a negative exponemt spill indicatllclsn i e  not 
given by the product of an ordinary number with rlragatfve ex-
ponent and a zero with exponent a l l  ones. Similarly, no in-
dicatien should be given when dividing a with exponent 
all ones by an ordinary number with poaitive exponent. 

A: 	 A Floating Point Zero (ecsro fraction) is independent of exponent 
underflow in the circuit logic. There is ne machine mode for 
generating the mgativa axpanant and zero fraction. The f h p  
i a  aarisuned to be by interrupt. The underflaw indication is eet 
very  late in the hndzuctficbn Iequence, tao late to dfeccct the 
atarting of another mquance. Changing the lsgic would lslow 
d m all floating point inatruetioris. Multiply and divide are 
not @pedalcaplm as far aB exponent apilP i e  concerned. The 
same teste are made an aL% f h a t h g  point hstructkms. 
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i4.Q: 	 Why are accumulator bits 60-63 cleared in aame single pre-
cbflon flcratislg paint operations? Thia can be irritating in 
Borne case@,and we shuuld like fo h o w  whether it he really 
necessary, please aprptain why it i e  desirable, or else change 
things 60 a8 to leave 60-127-0fthe accumulator a l a e .  

A: 	 Theee bits are used in ''double''ardere but not in single. The 
question here depends an possible complication of the checking 
circuitry. Any conditional isaving of 60-63 is completely im-
passible. 

15. Q: 15 there any reason why bit 55 i s  not doing more work in the 
Transmit orders? 

A: 	 Ha@ been changed to full word tr6znemttarand e w a p ~ .(See XI 8 
abva)  

16. Q; W e  are delighted to see a new full word internal regierter and 
hrca new indicators. The register could be a handy temporary 
etorage spot, presumably fast, especially % it were equipped 
with its own Load from the Store to memory. It would also be 
tempting to make it an indicabr regietar. 

A: 	 The N register i s  an address 'in 2 usec. core stlorage rtnd 
load N is of the same order of speed and arrangement ars 
load cumulative multiplicand' h e  to the desire to elimi-
nate certain minor incmsiatantrr:iosboth inatructiuns are 
quite slour and awkward to perfmrm. Since it l e  nat a tran-
ehlsrtlorized register, it c d d  net ererve a8 an indicator 
register very effectively. Addling new transistarized 
registers is impassible at this late date. 
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18. Q: What happens if the Werrupt table is h~a pratected area? 
18 the Instruction Fetch indicatoir set? 

A: Gets table valued na indicators turned can. 

19'.9: 

a: 

Is there any special protection lfar the boob who hae an 
interrupt table of a31 binary zetcm? 

I, 

No. H e  i s  s tuck  in a leap. 

20. Q: W h a t  happens when cmmpaund orders modify themselvee? 
For example:ataddressa there is a VFL Store and Pro-
gressive Indexing; the value field of index I has a and the 
address field of th0 VFL Store kcas f j  ; is the final vdue 
field of index Z 2a or a + @  3 

A: 

a: Another example: in a thlere is a STXCI to a + 1/2;in a $. 1 /2  
there ie a half-word Branch to p ;de w e  branch to 6 all right? 
If so1 suppoeae g is nat protected, but a + 1 fa;  do we get any 
f a h e  indicators 7 

A: If there is a STICf in a, then a 0). 1 / 2  cantains the branch add-
re88 of that %nstructIon. 
will branch to (3 . 
.fn 0 -+ 1/2there will be no prabkm, since this i s  done by means 
of a atore to a after the instruction counter has been placed in 
the contents of a. 

If this addresls is @ ,  then the machine 
If it i s  desired to stare the inetruction counter 

21.Q: W h a t  happens Jf you put a pair sf half-word orders into the 
interrupt table? Are they both performed, or only the first? 
ff both, what happens if f i e  first causes an interrupt? 

A: Only the first @ne 4s executed under any circumstances. 

22. Q: W h a t  happens if there is a data store to, or fetch fram, a.6 3 ,  
Gay, of a field longer than one bit# and a is not protected but 
a + 1 is? Or a full word instruction fetched from a + 1/23 

A: Whale field is protected is any part of it falls outside the 
boundary. Inatructiun is "no-op'ed''. 

EY:HGK:jcj 
E. I. Jordan H. G. Kolsky 
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Qzlestfonsconcerning STRETCH operation raised during the Joint 
LAIFL-IBM Mathematical Planning Group Meeting April 2 7 4 8 , 1 9 5 9  

1.Q: 	 Does Store Square Root to the accurnulatar run lock-ahead dry?

If eo it s b d d  be changed to leave the root in the accumulator 

all the time. 


A: 	 It does not run look-ahead dry. 

2. Q: 	 Why is the Noisy Mode used far floating point campare? 

A: 	 Floating point compare is the Dame a8 a floating add instruction 
without changing the accumulator. For logicalwork ana would 
probably use unnorrnaU.acd arithmetic far which there ee no n&e 
tneerted. 

3, QI 	 Why i s  there a Z mflliseccand time limit on Load Xndfrect? 

A: 	 This interrupt I s  tied to the t h e  clock advance. It is between 
1 and 2 milliseconds. Any other tfming would be difficult to do. 

4. Q: I€ a long "transmit Le graceeding can the time clack interrupt 
properly and restart th0 transmitting? 

A: 	 Pes. 

5.Q: Does Branch on Bit always store the ward back whether or not 
the bit is changed? 

A: 	 Yes, it always stores back. Since cstores are n ~ m d l ywarlapped 
this should net cause a delay. 

6 .Q: Huw fas t  Is a SWAP order in half nnicrasecond memory? 

A; Same speed a@ In 2 microaecond memory after the initial start up. 

h 
-" i h h - i 
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7.Q: 	 E a Transmit type instruction were to cross a protected area 

does it etop at the first boundary and does it; resume after the 

second boundary? 


A: It stops at the first boundary and does not resume automatically. 

8.Q: 	 If a Transmit i s  made from the indicator register are the bdicatora 
which are set by the TMT itself a b e a d y  set  or are the old values 
eti11 theke? 

A: 	 The old values are there until the T'MT is finished. 

9 .Q:  	 How does a program entered by baeic linkage determine the 

enable-disable status of the machine? 


A: 	 Lf the machine is disabled and one wishes to determine this with-
out enablhg, it cian ba dme by: marsking the DF indicator, attempting 
a datafetch from address 1, testing indicator. If the machine is 
enabled there is no fool-proofway (of determining it without the 
possibility, however remote of other interrupts coming in during 
the operation sequence and disabling., There is no simple hardware 
technique of providing such a test  without logical inconefatancies. 

10.Q: Are the switches on the Maintenance Conesle usable for momentary 
action by the programmer? 

A: 	 The Maintenance Cansole a s m m e a  that the machine is stopped when 
its switches are thrown. They can be thrown during operation but 

-maygive inconsistant resultr~since they go straight into the machine 
with no buffering. 

11. Q: W h a t  irs the latest infermation Ton arithmetic speeds? 

A: 	 The current timing for:arithmetic execution ia :  

Floating Add 0.95 usee 
Fhathg Multiply 1 .8  ueec 
Floating Divide 7 . 0  U S 6 C  

Cummdative Multiply 2.75 ueec 
Square Root -3 divide times 
Floating Load 0 . 6  ugec 
Floating Store 0.5 usec 

VFL Add and Connect ( 2 + ) 0.5 u8ec 


Binary Multiply 0.5 (14 3. +c2+ 2) O. 4 uaec. 


HGK:jcj 	 HeG,Koleky 




